Helping individuals on the Autistic Spectrum cope with change

A common attribute amongst individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is that they do not like sudden change. When they experience change it often causes confusion, anxiety and distress and can lead to challenging behaviour. For some, it may be minor changes, such as taking a different route home in the car, or seeing furniture moved to a different place in the room. For others, it may be a change in their routine that they find confusing. On some occasions it is not possible to prepare for change and sometimes the change may be so minor that no one has even thought about preparing for it. However, for many events there are ways to prepare individuals for change and ways of dealing with change when it happens without notice. Preparation for change can be done in a number of ways. Using visuals, social stories, or written guidelines is a good way to prepare individuals for changes in their routine. Let us look at some examples:

Problem 1.
John is going shopping with his mother, which he does every Wednesday afternoon after school. Usually mum travels to the same supermarket and then goes straight home. If mum deviates from this simple routine, or takes a different route home John becomes very anxious and upset, and cries and screams. This Wednesday mum has to visit grandma on her way back from the supermarket and she knows that John will not like this change in the routine. So what does she do?

Solution
John's mum already uses visuals and visual schedules to help him understand and follow guidelines. She uses a daily visual schedule at home to show John what will be happening that day. When she is putting the pictures on John's daily schedule for Wednesday, she always includes the shopping trip, but this week she also adds a picture of grandma between the supermarket and the home picture. She also points out the change to John when she talks him through his schedule in the morning.
Mum also has a smaller schedule with velcro attachments for the pictures, which she keeps in her handbag. On this schedule she puts three pictures, the supermarket, grandma, and a picture of home. Before mum leaves for the supermarket she shows John the 3 picture schedule. When mum leaves the supermarket she shows John the schedule again and takes the picture of the supermarket off. She then explains to John that they are going to see grandma. If John becomes anxious during the journey, mum shows him the schedule again and says “first we are going to see grandma, and then we are going home”.

Problem 2.
Alan is an adult with ASD. He is at the Day Centre and is due to leave on the bus to go home at 3-o-clock. There is a mix up and the bus leaves without taking Alan. Alan is extremely distressed.

Solution
A staff member gets some pre-made visuals from a visuals book that is at the day-centre. The staff member creates a visual schedule that shows Alan that today they can watch TV together first and then the bus will come back and take Alan home or,
The staff member shows Alan some visuals that tell him that today he is going home in the car, and the staff member gives Alan a lift home.
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Today we are not taking the bus. We are going by car. And we will be going straight to your home.

These are just simple examples of how deal with change. Often just altering an individuals daily timetable will be enough. For some individuals, using a social story is very helpful (see more about social stories on [www.icommunicatetherapy.com](http://www.icommunicatetherapy.com)). Other individuals have good literacy skills and just a written message will be sufficient. Written messages can be very useful because they can be done quickly at any time, which means that if change happens suddenly it can be dealt with immediately.

For more ideas and programs to facilitate individuals with autism spectrum disorder see [www.icommunicatetherapy.com](http://www.icommunicatetherapy.com)
To learn more about autism, autistic spectrum disorders and strategies to enhance communication, you can read about and purchase books on our website www.icommunicatetherapy.com. Click this link to see our online Resource Centre Book Shop
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